Michelle

“Thank God for my Recovery Coach, Christina, her experience gave me hope”

Matt & Amanda


Misty

“The best thing about my Recovery Coach, Christina, was the emotional support she offered. Without her I don’t think I would have gotten off to such an easy start.”
Christina, Brayden, & Haley

Monica

“Recovery Coaches are the best friend that you didn’t know you needed ‘till you find them”

Erin
Adam

“Life before Recovery Coaches is like riding in a coach in the wild west without a seatbelt”

Julie Ashley

Estrella

“A Recovery Coach gives me that motivation that it can be accomplished”
Shonna

“My Recovery Coach, Christina was encouraging, helpful and was available when I needed her.

Recovery Coaches rock!”

Julie

“Recovery isn’t just about sobriety - it’s about changing the way you think and act towards yourself and others and living life to the fullest!”
Erica

“I really like having a Recovery Coach, she has been very helpful in keeping me connected to good people”